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The Mineral Industry of Tajikistan
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Before the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Tajikistan’s
mineral industry had been mining mineral ores and producing
such mineral commodities as aluminum, antimony, arsenic,
boron, celestite, cement, coal, construction materials, fluorspar,
gold, gypsum, lead and zinc, mercury, molybdenum, natural
gas, petroleum, salt, silver, semiprecious and decorative stones,
strontium, tin, tungsten, and uranium. Production of some of
these mineral commodities had been greatly reduced or had
ceased since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. In
2009, the Tajikistan Aluminum Co. (TALCO) aluminum smelter
[formerly the Tajikistan Aluminum Smelter (TadAZ)] was the
country’s only large-scale production enterprise in the mineral
sector.
Tajikistan reportedly has reserves in commercial
concentrations of such rare metals as gallium, germanium,
indium, tellurium, thallium, and selenium (Orifov, 2001).
The Zavershan region of Tajikistan reportedly hosts a number
of other rare metals, including lanthanum, lithium, niobium,
ytterbium, yttrium, and zirconium, although further exploration
would be needed to define the grade and the size of these
mineral occurrences (Ibrozhim and others, 2009).
Tajikistan was the world’s third ranked producer of
hydroelectric power after the United States and Russia.
Hydroelectric power accounted for more than 75% of the
country’s total energy output. Nonetheless, the country’s
energy consumption per capita was among the lowest in
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Tajikistan
depended on electricity supplies from Turkmenistan, which
were transmitted through Uzbekistan (Najibullah, 2007, 2008).
Tajikistan has additional large untapped hydroelectric generation
potential, estimated to be 500 billion kilowatthours per year,
which would rank Tajikistan eighth in the world in hydroelectric
potential. To date, however, Tajikistan was using only 6% to 7%
of its hydroelectric power resources (Khasanov, 2009).

country’s GDP compared with 45.6% in 2008. Industrial
production decreased owing to a drop in aluminum output.
In 2009, gold production in Tajikistan decreased by 18.6%
compared with that of 2008 to 1.361 metric tons (t). Fuel
and energy output fell by 2.3% in 2009. Tajikistan generated
16.1 billion kilowatthours of electricity, which was 0.3% less
than in 2008. The country produced 142,100 t of bituminous
coal, which was a 14.4% decrease compared with that of
2008, but 34,500 t of lignite, which was an increase of 5.2%.
Oil production increased by 1.2% to 26,100 t, and natural gas
production increased by 35.4% to 21.8 million cubic meters.
The output of nonferrous metals decreased in value by 7.7%
compared with that of 2008, and chemicals and petrochemicals
output decreased by 52.7%. Building materials output, however,
increased in value by 2.1% (Interfax Russia & CIS Statistics
Weekly, 2010).

Minerals in the National Economy

Aluminum.—The Government-owned TALCO aluminum
smelter in Tursunzade had a design capacity to produce
517,000 metric tons per year (t/yr) of aluminum. It was 100%
dependent on imported alumina. TALCO consumed nearly 40%
of the country’s total power output, employed 12,000 workers,
and indirectly supported a community of 100,000 (Interfax
Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007). Almost all
aluminum production was exported. An estimated 5,000 t/yr of
aluminum was consumed domestically to produce kitchenware
and other household necessities (Embassy of Tajikistan to
Pakistan, 2010).
In 2009, TALCO reduced primary aluminum production by
about 10% to 359,385 t, which was 4.7% below the amount
targeted for the year. TALCO had reduced aluminum production
by 4.7% in 2008 to 399,450 t (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and
Mining Weekly, 2010a).
Gold.—In 2009, gold production in Tajikistan decreased
by 18.6%. The production decrease was attributed to work

In 2009, Tajikistan’s foreign trade decreased in value by
23.6% to about $3.579 billion. Exports totaled $1.01 billion,
which was a decrease of 28.3% compared with exports in 2008
and reflected the decrease in aluminum exports, which were
the country’s main export commodity. In 2009, Tajikistan’s
aluminum exports fell by 41.9% to $604.1 million. In 2009,
imports decreased to $2.569 billion as alumina imports fell
by 23.2% to $290.1 million (Interfax Russia & CIS Statistics
Weekly, 2010).
Production
In 2009, Tajikistan’s gross domestic product (GDP) in
current prices increased by 3.4% compared with that of 2008.
Tajikistan’s industrial output in constant prices decreased
by 6.3%. Industrial production accounted for 40.8% of the
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Structure of the Mineral Industry
Besides the TALCO aluminum smelter, only a few metal
mining enterprises were still operating. These included the
Anzob mining and beneficiation complex, which mined reserves
of the Dzhidzhikrutskoye antimony-mercury deposit, and the
Adrasman mining and beneficiation complex, which developed
copper-bismuth and lead-silver ores. The main output of the
Adrasman complex included concentrate with a lead content
of 43% and a silver content of 5.943 grams per metric ton. The
country also had enterprises engaged in gold mining and the
extraction of coal, natural gas, and oil. Table 2 is a list of major
mineral industry facilities.
Commodity Review
Metals
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interruptions caused by modernization of equipment at the
Chinese-Tajikistan joint venture at Zerafshan Gold Co. The joint
venture was 75%-owned by Zijin Mining Group, which held the
license to the Zerafshan gold deposit, which was the country’s
largest gold deposit. The joint venture planned to increase gold
production to at least 1.5 t/yr by 2010 and to increase production
to 5 t/yr by 2012. The National Bank of Tajikistan bought all
gold mined in the Republic for its gold reserve (Interfax Russia
& CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2010b).
Mineral Fuels and Related Materials
Uranium.—The Vostokredmet plant in Chkalovsk, which
was known as the Leninabad mining and chemical complex
until 1992, was established in 1945 to mine and process uranium
from deposits in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. During
the Soviet era, Vostokredmet produced yellowcake for the
Soviet nuclear power and defense industries and processed up to
1 million metric ton per year of uranium ore. In the Soviet era,
the city of Chkalovsk had been one of centers of the uranium
processing industry, and Tajikistan was concerned about the
safety of a large number of leftover uranium tailings dumps.
Radioactive waste was stored in tailings dumps that did not
meet appropriate safety rules and were situated in immediate
proximity to residential areas and rivers and would require a
large amount of funds to remediate (WISE Uranium Project,
2009).
In an address to the Parliament of Tajikistan in April 2008,
the President of Tajikistan stated that Tajikistan had 14% of the
world’s uranium reserves. Subsequently, that year the Parliament
of Tajikistan allowed foreign companies to extract uranium ore
in the country (Mukherjee, 2009).
Foreign countries were interested in participating in
developing Tajikistan’s uranium resources. Russia was
considering helping Tajikistan develop its uranium deposits,
and proposed to assist with geologic prospecting in Tajikistan
with the aim of subsequent extraction and possible processing
of uranium (WISE Uranium Project, 2008). China’s Guangdong
Corp. expressed an interest in projects to develop uranium
deposits in Tajikistan as well (New Europe, 2008). Also,
following the President of India’s visit to Russia and Tajikistan
in September 2009, the Government of Tajikistan agreed to
allow Indian companies to explore uranium deposits in that
country, with the Indians reportedly being given access to
explore known uranium deposits. The Uranium Corporation of
India Ltd. had been involved in uranium extraction in India for
decades already, and the company reportedly had the requisite
technological capability to operate uranium mines (Upadhya,
2009).
Outlook
Tajikistan has significant mineral resources awaiting
development, including a large number of rare metals,
rare-earth elements, and uranium, which could be of interest
for future development. The country still suffered from a lack
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of infrastructure and at times severe energy shortages, which
were impediments to mineral development. The development
of needed infrastructure and hydroelectric power sources
would be an important factor in future mineral development.
Developing hydroelectric energy was considered key for
future economic growth because of the country’s need to
import oil and natural gas from neighboring countries and the
high energy consumption of the country’s aluminum smelter.
Tajikistan imported a significant portion of its hydrocarbon fuel
requirements from Uzbekistan. Other CIS countries, such as
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, provided much of the remainder
of the country’s imported hydrocarbons (Embassy of Tajikistan
to Pakistan, 2010).
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TaBLE 1
TajikisTan: PRODUCTiOn OF MinERaL COMMODiTiEs1
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity2
METaLs

2005

2006

2007e

aluminum, primary
antimony, sb content of concentrate
Gold

379,630
4,073
1,927
800
30
5,000

413,800
3,480
1,920
800
30
5,000

419,060
2,000
2,000
800
30
5,000

3

253,100
8,500
8,500
45,000
65,992

281,500
8,500
8,500
35,000
52,459

313,100
8,500
8,500
25,000
52,000

r, 3

kilograms

e

Lead, Pb content of concentrate
Mercury, Hg content of concentratee
silver, ag content of concentratee
inDUsTRiaL MinERaLs
Cement
e

Fluorspar
Gypsum

kilograms

r, e

399,450
2,000
1,672
800
30
5,000

3

190,400
8,500
8,500
25,000
52,000

3

190,000
8,500
8,500
25,000
52,000

r

142,100
34,500
21,800
26,100

nitrogen, n content of ammoniae
salt
MinERaL FUELs anD RELaTED MaTERiaLs
Coal:
Bituminous
98,500
102,400
81,600 3
166,000
(4)
(4)
(4)
Lignite
32,800
natural gas
thousand cubic meters
29,300
19,900
19,000
16,100
Petroleum, crude
21,600
22,300
22,500
25,800
e
Estimated; estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits. rRevised.
1
Table includes data available through june 15, 2010.
2
in addition to the commodities listed, Tajikistan produces a number of other mineral commodities for which information is not adequate
to determine if production was still taking place.
3
Reported figure.
4
available information is not adequate to determine a reliable production estimate.
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2009e

2008e

r, 3

r
r

359,385
2,000
1,361
800
30
4,500

3

3

3
3
3
3
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TaBLE 2
TajikisTan: sTRUCTURE OF THE MinERaL inDUsTRY in 20091, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
Tajikistan aluminum Co. (TaLCO) aluminum
smelter [formerly Tajikistan aluminum
smelter (TadaZ)]

Commodity
aluminum

antimony:
Ore

capacitye
517,000

700,000

isfara hydrometallurgical plant
Mosrif deposit
isfara hydrometallurgical plant
Leninabad mining and beneficiation complex
adrasman mining and beneficiation complex

Dzhidzhikrutskoye
antimony-mercury deposit
isfara
na
isfara
Yuzhno-Yangikanskiy deposit
kanimansurskoye deposit

500
na
500
25
650,000

Yakarkharskoye deposit
Fan-Yagnob hard coal deposits
isfara hydrometallurgical plant
shurab brown coal deposit
Leninabad mining and beneficiation complex
Yavan electrochemical complex
Takob mining and beneficiation complex

kuhistoni Badakhshon
Pyandzhskir region
isfara
shurob region
Yuzhno-Yangikanskiy deposit
Pashkharvoskoye deposit
Takob and krasnye kholmy deposits

na
50,000
300,000
na
2,500
na
60,000

aprelevka joint venture
Darvaz joint venture

aprelevka deposit
Yak-suyskoye deposit, khatlon
region
Darvazy and Rankul placer deposits,
placers in central and southern
parts of the country
Dzhilau and Taror deposits, sughd
region
aprelevka, Burgunda, kyzyl-Chek,
and shkol'noye deposits
Qiztaquz
na
altyn-Topkan deposit (mining
ceased in 1997)
Pay Bulak deposit (mining ceased
in 1997)
karamazor region
na
kharangonskoye deposit
Varzobskoye Ushchel'ye deposit
Ganchinskiy region
Darvaz region
Pendzhikentskiy region
Dzhizhikrutskoye deposit

200
2,000

anzob mining and beneficiation complex

Metal
arsenic
Bismuth
Do.
Bismuth, copper, fluorspar, gold,
silver, zinc (ore processing)
Boron
Coal
Do.
Do.
Copper-lead-zinc
Dolomite
Fluorspar, concentrate
Gold:
au content of ore
Do.

kilograms
do.

Do.

do.

Tajikzoloto mining and beneficiation complex,
Pamir artel

Do.

do.

Zerafshan Gold Co. (Zijin Mining Group, 75%)

do.

kansayskaya mill

do.

Vostokredmet refinery
adrasman mining and beneficiation complex
altyn-Topkan mining directorate (China Global
new Technology Export and import)
do.

Ore processing
Refined
Lead-zinc
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Limestone
Loam
Marble
Do.
Do.
Mercury
natural gas and petroleum:
natural gas

kansayskoye mining complex
Takaeliyskiy metallurgical complex
Dushanbe cement complex
do.
Dal'yan Bolo deposit
Dashtak deposit
jilikul deposit
anzob mining and beneficiation complex
thousand cubic
meters

Petroleum
salt
Do.
Do.
Do.
silver
see footnotes at end of table.
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kilograms

annual
Location or deposit names
Tursunzade

sixteen oil-gas deposits under exploration,
which include ayritanskoye, Madaniyatskoye,
and Ravatskoye
Beshtentyakskoye, kichik-Belskoye, shaambary,
and Uzunkhorskoye deposits
ashtskiy plant
khoja-sartez, samanchi, and Tanabchi deposits
Voseyskiy plant
Yavan electrochemical complex
adrasman mining and beneficiation complex

3

5,000

3

2,500

3

165,000

3

na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
150

Fergana valley

200,000

3

southern Tajik depression

200,000

3

kamyshkurganskoye deposit
na
khodzha-Muminskoye deposit
Tut-Bulakskoye deposit
Bolshoy kanimansur deposit

na
na
na
na
15,000
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TaBLE 2—Continued
TajikisTan: sTRUCTURE OF THE MinERaL inDUsTRY in 20091, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Major operating companies, main facilities,
annual
or deposits
Location or deposit names
capacitye
strontium, ore
Chaltash, Chilkutan, and Davgir deposits
khatlon region
180,000
Tin-tungsten
Tafkon deposit
na
na
Tungsten ore
Maykhura deposit
Central Tajikistan
150,000
e
Estimated; estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits. Do., do. Ditto. na not available.
1
Table includes data available through june 15, 2010.
2
Many location names have changed since the breakup of the soviet Union. Many enterprises, however, are still named or commonly referred to based on the
former location name, which accounts for discrepancies in the names of enterprises and their locations.
Commodity

3

Capacity estimates are totals for all enterprises that produce that commodity.
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